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Crochet Pattern

Let's talk. A lot of you have been emailing me. Many of you are l
earning how to crochet online, often by watching videos--which is 
so amazing!
I love that my favorite hobby is your favorite hobby too. 

And I also love that there are a variety of means to learn the craft---this blog is
one of them. But here is what makes me really sad: A lot of you are also emailing
me that you don't know how to read a crochet pattern...not that you haven't
learned yet, but that you CAN'T.

And because you can't, you can't do a lot of other things... like crochet any
amazing project you want or learn a new technique. You also have one huge
problem when you get stuck in a pattern that you only learned on a video---you
have to find the exact spot in the video to resolve your dilemma. And who has
time for that? You could be crocheting!

Today is the day we change all that. Today, the buck stops here. You are going to
learn to read a pattern. And guess what? It's not so horrible. It's not a foreign
language. And you can totally do this.

I learned to crochet as a child from a grandmother who didn't speak English well.
She didn't know how to read a pattern, so she couldn't teach me to do that. When
I was about 10 years old or so, I found a pattern in a magazine for a bear that I
wanted to make. I had the yarn. My grandma lived 4 hours away and FaceTime
hadn't been invented yet.

So I learned how to read the pattern myself and made the bear. I was so very
proud of that bear. And you are going to be pretty proud of yourself too. If 10 year
old me can learn to read a pattern, so can you. We're going to do this together.
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How to Read a Crochet Pattern: First Things First

First off, let's be clear. A written pattern is simply a means for a designer to
communicate with a reader a set of instructions. If you take it one segment at
a time, understanding one piece at a time, you will get this. Think of it as de-
coding.

And if you have to totally retell the story or translate it into different words that
make sense to you--that is completely ok! I do this all the time. I've been
crocheting for 40+ years and I often still have a conversation in my head that
goes like "pattern says X and X, but what it really means is to do this and then
repeat it until I get to the end".

Second, I am teaching you how to understand patterns written in American
English terminology and standards. If you are looking at a pattern written in
different terminology and standards it may read a bit differently. In time,
learning how to read a crochet pattern gets easier and you will be able to
understand a wide variety of written crochet patterns.
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To start with though, give yourself the best chance for success. Start with
commercially written crochet patterns. I'm talking about patterns in books and
leaflets you can find at a chain store by a major brand you have heard of.

A commercially written crochet pattern goes through a publishing process that
includes multiple people reading a pattern and verifying its accuracy and
accordance to standards. Once you've worked through a few commercially
written patterns, then venture out into the world of independent designers.

Skill Levels

Usually the first section in a pattern tells you about the skill level. Be mindful
of where you are in your crochet journey and whether or not you are ready (or
willing) to take on a challenge. A Beginner or Easy level pattern is a good one
to practice your pattern reading skills because the instructions will be easier
to understand as well.
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Pattern Details

Pattern details will be listed including the type of yarn the designer used in the
project along with quantities, notions (including hook size) needed,
measurements of the finished piece and gauge. You can read all about how
to work a gauge swatch here.

Stitches and special stitch combinations will also be listed before the actual
instructions. Often the designer assumes you know the most basic stitches
and will offer instructions on the less common stitches as well as special
stitch combinations. Unsure about how to work a particular stitch, check out
the tutorials here.

Abbreviations

Written patterns make use of crochet abbreviations. Knowing crochet
abbreviations is really important in learning how to read a crochet pattern.
You can find a list of crochet abbreviations here.

Sizes

As you are learning how to read a crochet pattern, it is really important to take
note of any size differences. If you are making a garment, the pattern will
likely list multiple sizes and finished dimensions. 

For instance, it might say: "Sizes: S (M, L)" and then later give finished
dimensions such as "To Fit Bust: 32(36,40)" and then give a "Finished Bust:
36(40,44).

http://www.crochet365knittoo.com/check-gauge-crochet/
http://www.crochet365knittoo.com/tutorials/
http://www.crochet365knittoo.com/crochet-abbreviations/
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The pattern will proceed to give information in multiples. To use this
information, first determine the size you wish to make based on the "to fit"
measurement. 

The finished measurement will be the corresponding measurement in the
"finished" section. For example, if I wanted to make a Large based on the
information above, I would expect it to fit a bust size of 40 inches and the
finished garment would actually measure 44 inches around the bust.

The best way to handle a pattern with multiple sizes is to circle all the
numbers pertaining to the size you are making. That way, you will not get
confused when you are working the pattern.

Clothing will also instruct you to work in sections: the back, the front, the
sleeves, etc. Once you learn how to read a pattern, following size directions is
not hard at all. However, when you are still learning how to read a pattern, I
would stick with an easy pattern that does not have multiple sizes.
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Pattern Terminology

Here is a little bit of shorthand that you need to understand in order to learn
how to read a crochet pattern:

* An asterick (or double asterisks **) indicate a portion of the instructions will
be repeated. For example, the instructions might say *dc in next st, 2 dc in
next st, repeat from * around. This means you will be repeating the double
crochet in one stitch and 2 double crochet in the next stitch all the way around
the row.

( ) Parentheses set off or clarify a group of stitches to be worked into the
same space or stitch. For example the instructions might say (sc, ch 1, sc) in
next st.  This means you work a single crochet, a chain 1 and then another
single crochet all in the same stitch.

[ ] Brackets and ( ) parentheses also provide additional information. For
example a row might start with the words: ch3 (counts as a dc here and
throughout). This means that when a row starts with a chain of 3, that chain 3
"counts" as a double crochet.

Continue in Pattern (Patt) as Established: This means to continue to follow
the pattern as it has been described thus far.

Finish off or Fasten off: This means to end your work by cutting your yarn,
leaving several inches of yarn and to pull the end through the last loop on the
hook to prevent your work from unraveling.

Work Even: Continue to work in the pattern without increasing or decreasing
stitches
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Before working each row, read the instructions for that row all the way
through, pausing after each comma to make sure you understand each
segment.
Look for the repeat (as there is almost always a repeat of some sort).
If the instructions direct you to work a specialty stitch identified earlier,
find the spot in the pattern that tells how to make that specialty stitch.
Do you need to "translate" or "re-word" something so that it makes more
sense to you? If so, do that.
Pick up your yarn and hook and work each segment of the pattern. Work
to the next comma. Then work to the next.
At the end of the row, count your stitches and verify that they match the
stitches the pattern row indicates.
Take a deep breath and start on the next row
Don't forget.  You can find links to stitches in the Tutorials Section. 
 Getting Started shows the basic stitches used in many patterns and
Crochet Stitch Dictionary shows our growing collection of crochet stitch
tutorials.

Right Side/Wrong Side: Refers to the side of the garment that will be seen or
not seen as worn.

Right Front: Right side of a garment as worn on the front right side of the
body

Left Front: Left side of a garment as worn on the front left side of the body

Decoding the Actual Pattern

Now on to the actual pattern reading. Take a deep breath. You can do this!
You can learn how to read a crochet pattern, my friend. Remember, you are
simply decoding the instructions step by step:

http://www.crochet365knittoo.com/tutorials/
http://www.crochet365knittoo.com/category/getting-started/
http://www.crochet365knittoo.com/category/getting-started/
http://www.crochet365knittoo.com/category/crochet-stitch-dictionary/
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Write on the pattern as you go. I usually photocopy a pattern. That way I
have a rough and tumble version that can go in my crochet bag that I can
write on.
Check off rows as you complete them
Make your own "translate" notes. For instance if the pattern says: R9-13:
sc around, I write down the number "5" so I know I need to make five
rows of single crochet. Then I tick off each of those rows as I complete
them
Use a scrap piece of yarn to mark the beginning of every round
Count after every round. Especially if it is a difficult round.
Identify the repeat. Often a row has a section that is simply repeated with
something a little different to start and something a little different to end.
Read and understand what you are mostly going to do in the row. Pause.
Then do the starting bit. Then all your repeats. Then look back at the
pattern for the ending bit.
It is ok to slow down and crochet a few stitches and then verify that you
did them correctly. When I am doing complicated rows, I slow down and
check and double check to make sure I am understanding correctly. This
is completely normal.
If you follow the instructions and things don't work out correctly, do not
throw down your work and declare that the instructions MUST be wrong.
9 times out of 10, you are wrong. But it is ok. Re-read the instructions. Did
you miss a step? Even the most experienced crocheter misunderstands
patterns now and then. Try to think 'what is the overall objective of this
row?' Sometimes that helps to pinpoint where the problem lies.

How to Read A Crochet Pattern: Tips and Tricks
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Sometimes you still just can't get it. You know how to read a crochet
pattern, but the pattern really IS wrong. If you ended on the right stitch,
but only the stitch count is off, perhaps just the count is wrong. If things
are way off and you can't figure it out, it really might be that the directions
are incorrect. If so, here are a couple of options:

Look at the preceding row or the next row to see if you can get some
"clues" to what is supposed to occur in the problem row. Sometimes
you can use that detective work to figure out what is missing or wrong
in the written directions
Call a crocheting friend or take the directions to a yarn shop for help
Post a question in a crochet Facebook group
If you purchased a pattern online and can reach the designer, email
the designer
If you purchased a book, the publisher may list errata (which are
corrections to the pattern) on its website
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If it is on a website, I use Google Translate to translate the whole web
page. I read it over and see how much I can understand. The words will
be different at times and not phrased in a way that you are used to, but
you can often get the gist of how the pattern goes.
Next, I pay close attention to the stitch counts provided. Amigurumi and
other items worked in the round typically increase by 6 stitches evenly
spread on a particular round. So you can often determine which rows
have increases and which rows are worked even.
I look at the photos to see if it gives me any clues.
If there is a video, I will watch it to see if I can understand that way. I
usually will mute the volume, however, as I find listening to a language I
can't understand distracts me from concentrating on what I am seeing.
If I still can't figure it out, I will take a step back and think about what
exactly intrigues me about that pattern. I will focus on figuring out just that
one element and then incorporate it into a similar pattern that is written in
American English. Often it's a color sequence or a particular stitch that
catches my eye. I can use the foreign pattern as a stepping stone to find
something else that I can understand better. I like to use the Pinterest
search bar to search for a pattern element I like. For instance, search for
"flower granny square".
You can also use Pinterest to pin similar patterns. Once you click on a
pin, you can scroll down and find a similar pin.

How to Read A Crochet Pattern Written in a Foreign
Language

I'm not going to lie to you. Deciphering a pattern in a foreign language can be
a challenge and sometimes, even using the tips below, I simply cannot figure
it out. But it is worth a try and here are my best tips:

 

https://translate.google.com/


You Did It 
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Whew.. that was a lot of information!

But I hope you can see, that when you take things step by step...
really slowing down to read each section of a pattern you are able to understand
the instructions.

Like most things in life, you will get better with time.  What seems awkward at first
becomes second nature.  And then your crochet time gets even more enjoyable! 

 

Happy Crocheting,

~ Cheryl


